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Theory Practice



Though design is not science, there are benefits in understanding 

better, what is going on.



Teams with more transitions between the different modes did better

Research by Micah Lande

Lesson 1: Start and close modes and be conscious over the switches.



Methods used in couples counseling can predict 

team performance 

Research by Malte Jung

Lesson  2: Avoid a “divorce” and be mindful how 

you communicate to each other.



Example from CBI II

What kind of difference does testing make?

How can we measure that?



Egg drop challenge revised

Martin Steinert & Carlo Kriesi at NTNU

A: Not allowed to test the design

B: Made to test the design

Measured height will tell numerical 

difference between testing and not 

testing.

+ confidence
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http://hyper-reality.co/



Produce utopia & dystopia

(we have papers & will collect them)

Be unique to your project, consider…
Cultural/social changes

E.g. Heteronormative people shift from hegemony to periphery

Economic changes

E.g. new bit coin type of a currency is used globally to transmit value. 

Euros and dollars lose their value. 

Political changes

E.g. direct voting takes over or governments are no longer needed

Technological changes

Wireless energy, hacking DNA at home, AI combined with robots



utopia team name:        

visualization description

Draw here Write here



Share with another team & find

1 design requirement from utopia

1 design requirement from dystopia
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CERN TECHNOLOGIES

NEEDS
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What to do?

How to do?


